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ODEI formalizes
gender-inclusive
housing process
TOMMY JOHNSON
NEWS ASSISTANT

DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON

Former student, Muhammed
Hansrod, age 25, passes away

The Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(ODEI) and the Office of Residential Life (ResLife)
have teamed up to offer an optional Gender Inclusive Housing Request Form.
Though this request form does not necessarily
result in a specific housing assignment, it can
help transgender, non-binary and questioning
students voice their needs and obtain information about different housing options before
the housing lottery process begins. The submission deadline for the form was Tuesday,
Feb. 12., after which point ODEI and ResLife will work with students to try and
meet their wants and needs.
According to Timothy Bussey, assistant director of ODEI, this new
procedure does not signal a change in
housing policy so much as a new articulation of the services already offered
by ODEI and ResLife. By filling out the
form, students have the option to express their housing requests without
having to contact ODEI or ResLife. According to Bussey, it is important that
this process be made optional. page 4

Experienced hypnotist and alum entrances audience

ERYN POWELL

Hansrod had plans to return to the College
to finish his studies after leaving last May.
ERYN POWELL
PHOTO EDITOR

Muhammed Hansrod, a religious
studies major at Kenyon, died on Friday, Feb. 8, 2019 in his hometown
of Isipingo, South Africa. He was 25
years old.
Jon Funder, a close friend of
Hansrod, announced his death on
Facebook on behalf of his family
on Feb. 10. Funder included a message from Hansrod’s mother, Ayesha
Hansrod.
“To all his friends, colleagues and
acquaintances, thank you for the wonderful experiences my son enjoyed
and narrated to us. A life cut short.
May his soul rest in peace,” she said.
According to Patrick Gilligan, retired director of counseling services,
Hansrod had a unique ability to engage deeply with everyone in his life.
“I think that is one of the most incredible things about him — no matter how much he was struggling in his
life, he was always thinking about other people and how he could help them
in their struggles,” Gilligan said.

Hansrod’s connection to Kenyon
goes back to his junior year in high
school, when he lived with Taylor
Johnson ’83 as a part of the Kennedy-Lugar Youth Exchange and Study
(Y.E.S.) program.
He was also a recipient of the Andrew D. Pochter Memorial International Studies Fund.
Muhammed left the College in May
of 2018 with hopes of returning to
complete his degree before finding a
job in the United States. As recently as
January, Hansrod was raising funds to
complete his remaining credits.
Royal Rhodes, Donald L. Rogan
professor emeritus of religious studies, who was close with Hansrod while
he was at Kenyon, stressed the importance of recognizing the responsibilities that come with losing someone.
“With the loss of anyone we loved it
takes a toll and ... being aware of that
and not just saying that we have found
‘closure’ — I hate that word,” Rhodes
said. “Nobody ever has closure, but I
think that they mean that, whatever
the loss or the tragedy, we have an obligation to life.”
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Inadvertent emails kick off
new online housing system
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS ASSISTANT

On Feb. 7, several students received an
email from Residential Life (ResLife) informing them of something impossible:
that their current roommate would be moving in shortly. Later that evening, Associate
Director of Housing and Operations Lisa
Train sent out an email to the student body
to clarify the situation.
The automatically generated emails were
a result of ResLife activating their new online housing management system, “Residents,” according to Train. When the new
system was integrated with the old one,
most of the auto-generated emails had been
turned off, except for the roommate notification setting.
“The problem is [email notifications]
were turned on when it kicked over live,”
Train said. “And so when it brought the system over to live, it read all those assignments
as new roommates and auto-generated an
email [that] said, ‘Hey, congratulations. This
is your roommate that’s been living there for
six months.’”
Train said ResLife was able to catch the
error before emails were sent out to the entire student body. At the same time, she
apologized for the confusion, which had
resulted in ResLife receiving several emails
from concerned students.
“If it was different roommates, that
would have been even worse, more confusing,” Train said. “But being notified that
your roommate’s moving [in], that’s been
there for six months already — I’m sorry
about that.”
Despite this mishap, Train said there is
much to look forward to about the updated
housing management system, which she
had been pushing for several years. Notably,
the new system will start a conversion to a
digital housing lottery: Starting this semester, students will skip the long lines in Gund
Ballroom. Everything, from single dormrooms to student apartments, will be online.
“The pen and paper is fine — we’re a
smaller school, we’re able to do it, we’re not
20,000 students,” Train said. “But I also
know that it’s very stressful having to come
to the Ballroom. … So now you can do it
from the comfort of wherever you want to
be, just on the computer.”
While Train said ResLife has yet to iron
out all the scheduling details, she noted that

students will sign up in five-minute slots.
Contrary to what it might seem, Train clarified that this does not mean students have
less time to register. Similar to the course
registration process, the lottery will remain
open for a certain window, during which
students who have missed their slots can
still register.
“You don’t have to go in that five minutes, but if you want your five minutes that
nobody else can sign in with, those are your
five minutes and only your five minutes,”
Train said. “We don’t want battles starting,
so everybody will get a five-minute block.”
Another benefit of the online system is
that ResLife will no longer have to deal with
“proxies” — students who sign up on behalf
of other students who can’t make their assigned selection times. This might include
athletes whose workouts overlap with registration or students with evening seminars.
With the new system, students who can’t
make their timeslots can email ResLife with
their housing choices in advance. “The system doesn’t recognize proxies, but basically
[Coordinator of Housing and Office Operations Beth Pae] and I will have access to the
back end,” Train said, “so we could basically
be proxies for people.”
Train emphasized the benefits of the new
system for groups of students looking to live
together. Rather than everyone having to
show up at the same time, the person with
the highest lottery number can enter in their
group during their timeslot, after which automated emails will be sent out to the other
members of the group. “When you form a
group for housing selection it will magically tell you who the people are, and if you
remove somebody from a group to take in
somebody else,” she said.
In general, Train said that the online
housing management system will make
things smoother for students on lottery day.
“I think it helps some of the nervousness
and the stress,” Train said. “I think the first
time for people might be difficult because it’s
always it’s scary [when] it’s online …. I don’t
want anyone thinking like, ‘Hey, when’s lottery? When do we go into the Ballroom?’ I
want everyone to know [what’s going on].”
Train and Pae are planning to table at
Peirce Dining Hall and host an open forum
in the Ballroom to answer questions about
the new system. Additionally, emails containing further information will be sent out
in the coming weeks.

CORRECTION
On page two of the Feb. 7 edition of the Collegian, a headline read, “Number of students
pledging sororities continues to rise.” Though there has been an overall trend of increasing
recruitments, in 2019 bid acceptances went from 57 to 51. The Collegian regrets this error.

Rev. angel Kyodo williams speaks in a crowded Brandi Recital Hall. | ERYN POWELL

Zen priest taps into Buddhist
ideas on positionality, justice

DAISY DOW
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday, close to 100 students,
professors and members of the Kenyon community gathered in Brandi
Recital Hall to hear Soto Zen Priest
Reverend angel Kyodo williams Sensei deliver her keynote address on the
convergence of Buddhism, race and
the pursuit of justice.
One of only two black women to
have been recognized as an ordained
teacher by the Japanese Zen Lineage,
Rev. williams was sponsored on campus by the Kenyon Interfaith Partnership as well as the Black Student
Union, the Office of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion and the Rogan Fund.
Following an earlier discussion of
her co-authored book Radical Dharma: Talking Race, Love and Liberation, Rev. williams began her address
with a brief history lesson on the institutionalization of slavery in the
United States.
She referenced the actions of Anthony Johnson, an African man
brought to the U.S. as a slave, who
bought into the abusive system of
slavery to build his own wealth and
enslave others. Rev. williams discussed the f luid and personally specific definitions of success, which are
dictated through engagement with
what she calls “the system.”
To assess how “the system” is present in our own lives, Rev. williams
encouraged audience members to
look within and ref lect on how they
weaponize their own power at the expense of others.
“By... not interrogating a system
and what it is that you have learned
— [what] you have inherited from the
system — you end up with no other

choice than to enact the practices
and the protocols of this system,” she
said.
Virginia Kane ’22, who attended
the event, said that Rev. williams’s
introspective approach to addressing
problems was a message of the lecture
that particularly resonated with her.
“We tend to think of [religion] as this
clean or sanitary or closed-off thing,”
Kane said, “and the way that [Rev.
williams] was using it to address
white supremacy or unjust systems
and structures ... was groundbreaking and definitely transformative to
hear.”
The diversity of racial, ethnic and
cultural groups within the United
States contributes to Rev. williams’
image of “a new species of humans,”
an idea which prompted laughter
from the audience. Driven by a common pursuit for truth and justice “we
are becoming more true to ourselves
by coming into contact and relationship with people that are precisely
different from us,” she said.
She discussed how core precepts
of Buddhist philosophy could help
individuals open their eyes to the
reality of their position within the
system. “If we are going to really undermine the systems of oppression,
of violence, of aggression, of domination, from whence we came, we have
to disarm and then deconstruct our
own sense of what it means to be successful,” Rev. williams said.
Assistant Professor of Religious
Studies Joy Brennan ref lected on the
importance of the Reverend’s visit.
“[Rev. williams] brought into the
room all of her profound teachings
about how to be these imperfect beings together, and work towards that
justice together,” she said.
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CAMERON MESSINIDES

Speaker discusses how hypnosis can help achieve self-care
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS ASSISTANT

On Feb. 7, Jeffrey Richards ’88 put
most of the small crowd gathered
in the Gund Gallery’s Community
Foundation Theater to sleep. For a
hypnotist like Richards, making people drowsy is a full-time job. His talk,
entitled “Achieving Better Self-Care
through Self-Hypnosis,” was sponsored by the Cox Health and Counseling Center as part of their “Eat Well,
Sleep Well, Be Well” initiative.
Richards talked mainly about his
19 years of experience in the field.
His business, Peak Performance Hypnosis, uses hypnotherapy to help individual clients with challenges in

their lives, from public speaking to
academic performance to weight loss.
He also travels around Ohio to teach
about hypnosis, often implementing
audience participation and comedy in
his presentations.
“Stress is bad. Lack of sleep is bad,”
said Richards. “That’s as much of that
stuff as we’re going to talk about today, because you already know that.”
Richards moved on to discuss the
technical aspect of his work. According to his presentation, the conscious
and unconscious mind are separated
by a filter called the “critical faculty.”
Hypnosis occurs when the critical
faculty is relaxed, allowing information to enter the unconscious mind.
Twice during the talk, Richards

demonstrated his hypnosis technique
for the audience, asking them to close
their eyes and follow his instructions. He advised the crowd to try using this relaxation technique later on
their own. “Think about all the different places and times where you can
do that,” he said. “A person could,
and I’m not recommending this — although, full disclosure, I’ve done it —
you could do it at a traffic light.”
Richards attempted hypnosis for
the first time while he was a student
at Kenyon, when he helped his roommate fall asleep the night before an
economics exam. Now, he is returning to Knox County to open a new
office.
Mark Lang ’22 believes that a ma-

jority of Richards’ clients in Gambier
will be athletes. He was inspired to
attend Thursday’s presentation after a
training trip in Florida, where a hypnotherapist talked to him and other
members of the Lords’ swim team.
He has not yet tried hypnosis on
his own. “I feel like it’s very difficult
for the individual, sometimes, to get
themselves into that state of mind,”
he said.
For people with similar difficulties, there is a recording available on
Richards’ website that is meant to induce a hypnotic state.
At the end of his talk, he asked the
audience not to complain if they fall
asleep while listening to the tape —
that means his technique is working.

Photographer’s comments draw criticism during Gund talk
ELLIE KLEE
NEWS ASSISTANT

Fraternity expert Nicholas
Syrett and photographer Andrew Moisey gave a joint talk
on Feb. 7 about The American Fraternity, an exhibition
of Moisey’s work currently on
display at the Gund Gallery.
The presenters intended to
contextualize the exhibition,
as well as discuss Moisey’s
book of the same name. Syrett
also discussed his recent book
on the history of white American male fraternities, The
Company He Keeps. Moisey
is an art history professor at
Cornell University and Syrett
is the chair of Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies at
the University of Kansas.
In The American Fraternity, Moisey documents life

in his younger brother’s fraternity house at the University of California, Berkeley.
During the talk, he discussed
the inspiration for his work: a
worn, old book of rituals that
he found in an abandoned fraternity house. Syrett used his
knowledge of fraternities and
masculinity to provide a more
academic perspective on the
photography, especially its homosexual undertones.
Moisey and Syrett had not
met in person before the day of
the talk, although Syrett had
contributed an essay to the afterword of Moisey’s book.
After the men finished
speaking, they opened the
f loor to audience members
for questions, which sparked
a lively discussion. Virginia Kane ’22 began by asking
Moisey whether he had ever

felt compelled to stop incidents that he’d witnessed at
his brother’s fraternity house.
“I’ve walked a lot of women
home,” Moisey responded.
He also added that he sees
his project itself as a form of
intervention.
The conversation intensified after Moisey asked, “Why
do the women go [to fraternity parties]? … It’s not like
the fraternity’s forcing anyone to be there, right? … A lot
of women in [The American
Fraternity are] trying to cross
boundaries that they think
that they’d like to cross, without an awareness of just how
misinterpreted and dangerous
that can actually be.”
After further questioning
from the audience, Moisey
clarified that he does not believe that the women deserve

unfair treatment, but maintained that they had the power to stop fraternity members
damaging behavior.
Grace Royster ’19 said that
Moisey “walked into a much
more feminist environment
than I think he realized he was
getting into.” She noted the
tension, but didn’t take issue
with Moisey’s comments. “I
think he was genuinely wondering,” she said.
Royster is conducting an
independent study on masculinity with the help of Visiting Professor of Women’s and
Gender Studies Gilda Rodríguez, who also attended the
talk. In response to Moisey’s
questions, Rodríguez said that
there are complex forces at
work that compel women to
attend fraternity parties, and
that it was problematic to hold

them responsible. “At certain
points, I think that [Moisey]
tended to become rather defensive of the fraternity,” she
noted.
During the Q&A portion,
Moisey also said that it is “really, really, really, really hard”
to convince men in fraternity
houses to choose responsibility over pleasure.
“I think your definition of
fun is very hypermasculine,”
Samuel B. Cumming Professor
of Psychology Sarah B. Murnen responded. “There are lots
of other ways people experience pleasure that don’t have
to do with gender roles.”
Rodríguez wondered whether the debate stemmed from a
misunderstanding and pointed
out that Moisey may not have
been endorsing the fraternity
brothers’ idea of fun.
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LBIS instates automatic renewal for ODEI creates gendermajority of loans, circulation items inclusive housing form
Library and Information Services will automatically
renew materials every three weeks, up to six times.
RONAN ELLIOT
NEWS ASSISTANT

Beginning this semester,
Library and Information Services (LBIS) is altering its
return policy: Whereas students previously had to renew
their books either in-person
or online, LBIS will now renew overdue books automatically, up to a certain limit.
The change is due in part
to a recent update to Consort, the software the library
uses to organize its catalog.
The software now allows for
automatic renewal of checkout items: Students will get
a notice within three days of
their item’s due date, and if
the item is still not returned
by the deadline, it will be renewed automatically. Checkout periods are three weeks,
and most items can be renewed up to six times, which
is nearly the length of one
semester.
“We felt it was a benefit
to our patrons,” Manager of
Access Services Joan Nielson
said. “If you’re on a break, a

lot of times we would see over- changes will help students,
dues, because, well, you’re on he worries that an auto-rebreak. You’re not thinking newal system will disincenabout renewing your books. tivize students to keep track
And now it will automatically of their books. “You already
save you fines, [and] save us see books lying around that
from having to do the work of people don’t return,” he said.
processing
“Selfishly,
the fines. So
I like [the
I think it’s a
I think it’s
new
pola win-win
but
win-win all the icy],
all the way way around.
systematiaround.”
cally I think
The stuit’s not the
Manager of Access Services
dent
body
best.”
Joan Nielson
has
reWhile the
sponded
new policy
positively to this change. applies to most items, it does
While many students said not apply to laptops, chargers
they didn’t use the library of- or other electronic equipten enough for the changes to ment. Because students often
be relevant, students who had reserve such items, it is crureceived fines in the past were cial that they are returned on
relieved that the new policy time, according to Nielson.
would be more forgiving.
“Most people are okay
“There were a couple times about it, but there can be isI got fined,” Jonathan Her- sues if something doesn’t get
nandez ’21 said. “The worst back,” Nielson said.
was during break — if you
Items that have been redidn’t turn [a book] in, they served by a professor for use
charged you for all the days in a course, which can inyou missed.”
clude books and DVDs, will
While he believes the also not auto-renew.

“

Continued from Page 1

“We don’t want to presume that any given trans
student wants to fill out the
form or has any type of need
that they want to express
just by virtue of their gender identity,” Bussey said.
“But we do want to recognize that, statistically, there
are concerns that pop up on
college campuses about inclusive housing practices
and we want to acknowledge
that.”
For Bussey, the goal is to
meet student needs while
also trying to accommodate
student wants.
The form allows for students to express their needs,
such as private showers or
closeness to a gender-inclusive bathroom, as well as
their wants, such as proximity to the center of campus.
Students who completed
the form also had the opportunity to request a joint
meeting with ODEI and ResLife, where they could discuss differnt options.
Even though the deadline was this past Tuesday,
Bussey emphasized that

ODEI is always available if a
student feels that they need a
different living arrangement.
Filling out this form ahead
of time simply gives ODEI
and ResLife a chance to help
students with navigating the
housing process before any
transfer be needed.
Bussey, Jill Engel-Helman,
director of residential life
and assistant dean of students, and Jillian Yoder, assistant director for first-year
residences, have also updated the first-year housing
form to provide information
on gender inclusive housing
and on how first years can
express their needs to ODEI
and ResLife.
Regarding the Gender
Inclusive Housing Request
Form, Bussey said that this
is the first time ODEI and
ResLife are formalizing and
streamlining this process, so
they may have to alter and
tweak things in the future.
“While we hope that there
aren’t too many of those
[changes] that need to be
made, we are 100-percent
remaining as ref lexive and
open to feedback as possible,” Bussey said.

Paid Advertisement
Call for Nominations: The Leopoldo López Student Award
The Center for the Study of American Democracy invites nominations
for the 2019 Leopoldo López Student Award. The award honors the
commitment and sacrifices of Leopoldo López (’93, H ’07) for peaceful
democratic change in Venezuela.
It will be presented to a current Kenyon College student who has demonstrated:
• Significant commitment to the advancement of a cause;
• Demonstrable impact, clarity of purpose, engagement with others
in the Kenyon community;
• Meaningful contributions to the understanding of the pursuit of
freedom or democracy through research or other scholarly pursuits; and/or
Sustained commitment, the creation of a new effort, or the infusing of
new vigor into aneffort that had lost momentum.
Any member of the Kenyon community may nominate a current student for this award.
Please submit a letter of nomination directly to the Center for the
Study of American Democracy (email: americandemocracy@kenyon.
edu) by February 20, 2019. Letters need not be lengthy, but should provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the qualifications and strengths of
the nominee relative to the terms of the award.
Further details about the award and Leopoldo Lopez’s struggle for
democratic freedom in Venezuela are available at: https://www.kenyon.edu/academics/centers/center-for-the-study-ofamerican-democracy/the-leopoldo-lopez-student-award/.
The winner of the award, which carries an honorarium of $1,000, will
be announced at Kenyon’s 2019 Honors Day Convocation in April.

Call for Submissions: The 2019 George Gund Award
The George Gund Award is a $2,500 cash prize awarded annually at Honors Day for an exceptional essay
that examines the American form of republican government as set forth in the United States Constitution.
In Federalist 51 (1788), James Madison warned:
If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor
internal controls on government would be necessary. In
framing a government which is to be administered by
men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must
first enable the government to control the governed;
and in the next place oblige it to control itself. A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control
on the government; but experience has taught mankind
the necessity of auxiliary precautions.
This year, the Center for the Study of American Democracy invites essays that ref lect on democracy in
America today, in light of James Madison’s observations during the American Founding 230 years ago.
Essays may address Madison’s observation from any
perspective or discipline.
Essays are due March 1 at midnight. Please see the
CSAD website for complete contest requirements, submission procedure, and judging criteria.
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Zen meditation group bridges Kenyon and Mount Vernon
Professor of religious studies hosts weekly sitting session in chapel of Knox County church.
ALICE TILLMAN
STAFF WRITER

Every Tuesday evening, a
group of local residents and
Kenyon students gather inside a small chapel at the
United Church of Christ on
North Main St. in downtown
Mount Vernon. These people
make up the Mount Vernon
Zen Community, or sangha, a
group dedicated to the practice of Soto Zen Buddhism
through
meditation
and
guided readings. Soto Zen is
one of several schools of Japanese Zen Buddhism dating
back to the 13th century.
Meetings begin at 7:30
p.m., though newcomers are
encouraged to arrive half an
hour early for a brief orientation. The KAT shuttle stops
at the square, just two blocks
from the United Church of
Christ, but rides are also arranged from campus by Zen
Community members.
The group was founded
in April 2015 by Joy Brennan, assistant professor of
religious studies at Kenyon.
When Brennan joined the
faculty earlier that academic
year, she noticed a lack of any
Zen Buddhist community either on campus or in Mount
Vernon.
“I knew that I wanted to be
on the path of being a teacher [of Zen Buddhism] and I

really wanted to just have a
community of practitioners,”
Brennan said.
In forming the Zen Community, Brennan wanted to
ensure that the group would
be inclusive of both Kenyon
students and members of the
local community, so she intentionally looked for an offcampus space in Mount Vernon. She reached out to the
United Church of Christ and
arranged to use their space
for weekly meetings. Since
that spring, the Mount Vernon Zen Community has met
nearly every week.
Brennan first developed
an interest in Zen Buddhism
when she met a Buddhist
teacher as a child. In college, she spent time abroad
in China, studying Chinese
philosophy and religion.
She continued to study Buddhism in graduate school and
was ordained as a Zen Buddhist priest in the summer of
2017. She compares the role
to that of a Protestant minister, serving as a spiritual
and community leader, but
without adopting the monastic lifestyle required by other
schools of Buddhist tradition.
Meetings of the Mount
Vernon Zen Community begin with a half-hour of seated meditation, or zazen, followed by thirty minutes of
chants and readings from se-
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“

This is part of the Zen tradition, to think that the
forms—all of the bowing, all of the bells—helps
us to anchor so that we can do a daunting, scary
practice of sitting with ourselves quietly.
Joy Brennan, assistant professor of religious studies

lected Buddhist texts. In zazen, participants sit silently,
in full-lotus or in a chair, focus on their breathing and try
to release themselves from
the burden of thoughts and
anxieties. In doing so, one
attempts to become fully immersed in the present.
Zazen is one of many forms
of Buddhist meditation and
is often practiced in concert
with others, such as mindfulness. The practice of zazen
can be accomodated to an individual’s needs and preferences, but there is a distinct
emphasis on posture; if they
can, the participant is encouraged to sit with their legs
tightly crossed on a cushion,
their hands placed together,
and their back straight.
“I really focus on posture
because the internal work is
hard to talk directly about
because there’s no kind of direct reference,” Brennan said.
“We can point to tables and
chairs but when we’re talking
about our internal life things

become more amorphous.”
Although the group keeps
with the tradition of Zen
Buddhism, it is not attached
to any specific doctrine or belief system. “The only tenant
of [Zen Buddhism] is liberation from suffering,” Brennan
said. She encourages all who
wish to attend to do so, regardless of their personal beliefs or religious background.
Although the community
serves as an indispensable
support for its members, Zen
Buddhism teaches that such
enlightenment can only be
achieved through one’s own
efforts. Because Zen Buddhism depends so much on
one’s individual path, the
group can serve a diverse
range of beliefs and practices. The ritualistic nature
of meetings serves mainly as
a tool for spiritual guidance
and achieving that relief.
“This is part of the Zen
tradition, to think that the
forms —all of the bowing, all
of the bells—help us to anchor

so that we can do a daunting,
scary practice of sitting with
ourselves quietly,” she said.
Members include a mix of
Kenyon students, professors
and Knox County residents.
Some are regulars who have
come nearly every week since
the group’s founding, but the
group also has a dynamic nature; there are many students
and
community-members
who come and go.
Sangha offers students and
residents alike the opportunity to engage with one another through shared community and experience.
Most importantly, the
Mount Vernon Zen Community does not offer the same
thing to all participants, with
some seeking spiritual guidance, some momentary relief
from the stress of a hectic life,
and others a dedicated practice of the teachings of Soto
Zen Buddhism.
Meetings are held each
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Mount
Vernon.
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What is the tallest
building in Knox County?

Faculty Total:

Senior Total:

Junior Total:

Sophomore Total:

First-Year Total:

39

27

26

28

22

Answer

Frankie Gourrier

Lizzie Boyle ’19

Amos Demartino ’20

Zara Ali ’21

Chloe Shane ’22

Caples

Caples

Caples

Caples

Caples

Caples

Chasers

The Kokes

Kokosingers

The Kokes

The Kokes

Ninety-Nine and Old
Kenyon

I don’t know

No idea

Kokosing

Ninety-nine

Walk the Moon

Pinegrove

No idea

Sports

I don’t know

3

1

1

2

2

What is the oldest Kenyon a
Weekly
Scores
The Chasers,
est. 1964
cappella group?
Which Kenyon song begins
“Come, classmates, fill your
glasses / Fill them with
sparkling wine?”

Ninety-Nine

What is the name of the
alumni band who will be
returning to play a show at
Kenyon this semester?

Sports/Remember
Sports
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First Horn show of the semester casts a supernatural spell
CHAMELI BELK-GUPTA
STAFF WRITER

A distorted voice, murmuring poetry, wafted eerily through
nebulous layers of ambient vibrations. It echoed chillingly
through the room, combining
with strange sound waves, to fill
the Horn Gallery with an unearthly atmosphere. The voice
belonged to Colombian musician
Lucrecia Dalt, whose visit to Kenyon this past Saturday marked
the first Horn show of the 2019
spring semester.
Dalt, a former geotechnical engineer, pushes the conventional boundaries of music,
experimenting with ambient
sound waves to explore ideas
about a natural and supernatural
world that she finds intriguing
and mysterious. Her inspiration
comes from a variety of sources
from geology to film to myth.
For example, one of her pieces is
inspired by a Colombian myth
about a monster dwelling in the
jungle.
“This monster takes its victims and squeezes them until the
insides become pulp, and then
he takes the insides out and then
these bodies become like inflatable bodies,” Dalt explained. “So
I was using that myth to think
about extreme love, in the way

that I want to possess the other
so badly that I want to take the
insides and kind of feel the skin.”
Much of Dalt’s music explores
a fascination with the unknown,
often by evoking the natural
world and its secrets.
“I wrote this lyric which talks
about the speculative idea that we
could be living in analog mountains of accumulated stuff that
we do not know about,” Dalt
said. “Because as much as we
can explore the underground we
cannot explore it all, and we do
not know all the truth about the
earth unless we can really dig inside of it.”
Dalt performs her lyrics in
a spoken-word style that meshes with her music. Many of her
songs have no lyrics; sound alone
makes a sufficient impact. As
Dalt played, her pieces flowed together so that one could not distinguish when one stopped and
the other began. This fluidity,
however, did not signify monotony; several different arcs of sound
presented themselves throughout
the evening.
At times, electronic tones
filled the air, building into consuming and suffocating crescendos of sound. At other moments,
loud bursts of noise descended
into more intricate rhythms that
alluded to the sounds of the natu-

Sawyer Hiton ’19, the opener for Lucrecia Dalt, performs melodic music in the Horn. | ERYN POWELL

ral world, like water dropping, or
wind howling through a cave.
Dalt’s concert was preceded by
a performance by Sawyer Hiton
’19. Though more concretely melodic than Dalt’s music, Hiton’s
performance followed a similar
flow, with each song melding
seamlessly into the next. Hiton’s
music at times also bordered on
the ambient, funneling viewers
into a fitting mindset for Dalt’s
performance. As Hiton played, a
video, projected onto the wall be-

hind him, displayed a wide range
of footage. The video included
everything from clips of farming
and agriculture to videos of children in the 1950s crossing the
street. This unlikely compilation
of video footage intertwined in a
surprisingly complementary way
with Hiton’s music, so much that
the two began to feel like one.
Though at times Dalt’s intense
sound waves may strike an unsettling chord with some listeners, it
would be hard to deny Dalt’s mu-

sic is affecting as an art form.
When Dalt first sat behind her
table full of gear with its vast tangle of cables, the crowd in front
of her stood at attention. As the
evening wore on, people began
to sink to the floor one by one,
under the spell of Dalt’s hypnotic sounds. Dalt finally broke
the spell with an abrupt but quiet
“thank you.” The lights came on
and people slowly rose to their
feet, still dazed by Dalt’s unparalleled ambient sound.

La Caccina, all-women professional vocal ensemble, dazzles
HANNAH BACHMAN
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, the Gund Concert Series brought Chicago women’s vocal ensemble La Caccina to campus to stage
their concert “Gaia.” The group, which
was formed in 2011 by three Kenyon
graduates, performed a program of choral music which centered around the aural experience of the natural world and
its interaction with womanhood.
Named “Gaia” after the mother of
all life in Greek mythology, the concert
explored earth-related themes with sections named after symbolic fixtures of
nature, such as “The Light,” “The Water”
and “The Animals.” Carling FitzSimmons ’11, the artistic director of La Caccina, said that the naming “is a cheeky
nod to the stages of creation,” as the titles
loosely follow the first seven days of creation as recorded in the Book of Genesis.
The concert featured songs of every variety and background, from pieces such
as “Morning Star Lullaby,” a Wichata
tribal song; Maryam Khoury’s “Koowu,”
a meditation on ethnicity, identity and
family; and Henry Mollicone’s “National
Weather Forecast,” which included lyrics
such as “heavy freezing rains will predominate over New England” and “California will be sunny and mild”. Despite
the diversity of pieces, the section titles
and broader themes organized and unified these distinct selections.
The subject matter of “Gaia” originated in a class FitzSimmons took at Kenyon. She cited Professor of English Janet

La Caccina performed songs encompassing a range of themes, from nature and creation in “The Animals” to meditations on identity in “Koowu.” | ERYN POWELL

McAdams’ ecofeminist English course as
an inspiration for the thematic structure
of the concert. In the class, FitzSimmons
learned how the treatment and mistreatment of the earth, women and other
marginalized people intertwine, leaving
a lasting impression on both social and
ecological structures. Of the compositions she curated for Gaia, she said that
there was “no better way to highlight
creative powers of women than to create
landscapes of sound with our voices.”
While at Kenyon, FitzSimmons
founded Colla Voce, Kenyon’s classical
women’s choral ensemble. Colla Voce
joined La Caccina from the stands to
perform R. Murray Schafer’s unconventional piece “Miniwanka, or The Mo-

ments of Water.” During the piece, the
members of Colla Voce were staggered
throughout each aisle of the Rosse auditorium, creating a three-dimensional effect meant to simulate the sound of rain,
a brook, wind and other natural noises
not commonly used in choral music. Toward the end of the program, Colla Voce
joined La Caccina once again, this time
onstage, for “Woodsmoke and Oranges,”
an ode to natural beauty and the feeling
of home.
The final section of Gaia was entitled
“Womankind,” a striking difference to
the masculine overtones of the sixth
stage of creation in the English Bible. The
significance of the change was not lost
on La Caccina, which, as an all-women

group, seeks to highlight the capabilities
of the treble voice.
La Caccina member Beena David elaborated on the value of a chorus of exclusively women’s voices. “Treble music has
a unique timbre,” David said, suggesting
that uniformity of treble music cannot
be achieved in a group mixed with bass
voices as well. She also explained the
distinctive agility of the treble voice, observing that “the color palette” produced
in a women’s ensemble offers a distinct
sonic experience.
FitzSimmons noted that La Caccina
is the only professional ensemble group
of its kind in Chicago, meaning that her
choices in repertoire leave a lasting impact on the city’s music scene. Fellow
member Patty Kennedy highlighted the
group’s identity as an all-women ensemble and the particular value of “women
giving work to other women.” In a classical musical scene currently and historically dominated by men, individuals like
FitzSimmons are especially important,
as she provides a creative platform as
well as economic opportunities for women through her work as artistic director.
La Caccina embodies both the past
and future of choral music, representing
the progressive interests of the changing
world and the storied history of classical music. In “Gaia,” they exercised the
traditional beauty and precision of choral music to comment on the critical intersections between nature and womanhood, culminating in an enjoyable and
thought-provoking evening spent appreciating the capacities of the human voice.
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Student Spotlight: Jess Kusher ’19
DANIEL OLIVERI
STAFF WRITER

Jess Kusher ’19 is a biology
and film double major, and
to her these two disciplines
are more similar than they
might initially seem.
“The ways that we run
production is very much like
structuring an experiment.
Knowing what materials
you’re going to need before
you begin and organizing
your space in such a way that
you’re prepared to replicate
the results again and again —
it helps me a lot to have a very
critical brain” Kusher said.
Kusher’s
senior
thesis in film has helped her
deal with the passing of her
grandmother. The film, titled “Paddle Your Canoe,” is
about a brother and sister deciding what to do with their
grandmother’s canoe after
she passed away.
Kusher began writing the
script soon after she found
out that her own grandmother was seriously ill. It originally had a melancholy tone;
however, when she returned
to edit it, she found that
she no longer related to the
script. With her later drafts,
the film took on a lighter
tone: She describes the final product as “quirkier and
filled with things that make
me happy.” She hopes audiences will come away with
a sense of loss and remembrance. Kusher’s thesis will
screen on April 21, along
with the theses of the other

Jess Kusher ’19 on the set of her thesis film, “Paddle Your Canoe.” The film tackles the issues of family and death. | ERYN POWELL

senior film majors.
As a kid, Kusher knew a
lot of photographers — they
made up much of her extended family. Her father, grandfather and great uncle are all
interested in photography.
Growing up, Jess would take
pictures, record interviews
and make films with her
friends.
She appreciates film as a
form in particular because

of “the way that it’s able to
convey perspective and offer to the viewer immersion
in a world that they might
otherwise never be a part
of.” Kusher cites writer and
director Julie Dash as a major inspiration for her thesis.
Dash’s film “Daughters of the
Dust,” available on Netf lix, is
about members of a Gullah
family leaving their island
home for mainland South

Carolina. Kusher especially
appreciates the film’s originality: Its story is nonlinear
and it is told from the perspective of an unborn child.
Kusher has several different ideas about what she
wants to do next, namely either going into outdoor education or working as an advocate for nature conservancy.
Wherever she ends up, she
will bring the experiences

she’s had at Kenyon with her.
“I have in many ways learned
through my work in the sciences that no piece of work
or no piece of art is without
collaboration,” Kusher said,
“and that every member who
is a part of that team is incredibly valuable.”
Devon Musgrave-Johnson,
co-editor-in-chief of the Collegian, is a producer on Kusher’s senior thesis.

“A Touch of Sin” film screening explores a changing China
Professor Liu Xun disected director Jia Zhangke’s technique in talk hosted by Gund Gallery
ELIJAH NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER

Jia Zhangke’s contemporary film,
“A Touch of Sin” (2013), is anything
but calm. Everything is in a constant
state of motion. Four outcasts turn
their anger into physical aggression,
and their stories almost always end in
bloodshed. The film takes the viewer on a malicious journey through a
rapidly changing China.
In the first story, Dahai, an idealistic miner, tries to expose the
wealthy mine owner for embezzlement. After he causes a stir amongst
the townsfolk, the mine owner orders
his henchmen to hurt Dahai, sending
him to the hospital with a head injury. Dahai experiences a change in
character while nursing his wounds
and goes on a tirade of violence like
Dostoyevsky’s Roskolnikov.
He kills the mine owner, the mining company’s accountant for covering up the embezzlement, the accountant’s wife, and a receptionist.
There are three more chapters, all

Professor Xun of Changsha University, right, and May Chen ’20, left, stand in front of
the audience during a discussion of the film “A Touch of Sin.” | CHUZHU ZHONG

following similar ends of violence
and desperation.
On Feb. 6, Liu Xun, professor of
digital media art at Changsha University of Science and Technology in
Hunan, China, gave a talk about the

film in the Gund Gallery Community Foundation Theatre. Xun told the
audience that Zhangke’s “work reexamines a China that used to be agricultural, but now has transitioned
and gained a new destiny due to the

rapid change in society, culture and
the economy.” Because of this rapid
change, the stories in “A Touch of
Sin” bear no relation to one another,
affirming a sense of absurdity and
chaos.
The soundtrack of the film takes
on a “postmodern rhetoric” as Xun
called it. Zhangke uses “Lin Chong
Running At Night,” a classical Chinese opera song which plays over
some of the film’s most violent
scenes. Xun added that this appropriation “adds a sense of depth of
history”. The film was more significant than a story of just action and
adventure.
Zhangke’s techniques develop his
exposé on everyday life in China.
He uses outside sounds and natural
light to give the film a realistic feel.
Xun explained that these realistic approaches were first developed by neorealist directors from post-war Italy.
While watching, the viewer has
no idea what to expect. However, beneath the unexpected is a mounting
tension ready to explode.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Low turnout
belies student
apathy
The February calendar at Kenyon is filled
with events commemorating Black History
Month. Film screenings and the keynote address by Zen Buddhist priest Rev. angel Kyodo williams Sensei occurred earlier this week.
Readings, a panel discussion on race in the
classroom, a lecture on James Baldwin and a
vigil for Trayvon Martin and other victims of
racial violence will take place in the latter half
of this month. We worry that apathy will lead
our predominantly white student body to discard this opportunity to attend and learn from
this programming.
We are concerned because we have already
seen this happen. On Jan. 21, Northwestern
University Professor of History Leslie M. Harris delivered the keynote address for the Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Dialogue to a half-empty
Rosse Hall. After the keynote ended, Harris remained on stage to join three members of the
Kenyon community for a panel, but many in
the audience left before the panel participants
could even introduce themselves.
If attendance is so sparse and attention
spans apparently so slim on a day when the
College adjusts its schedule solely for event,
can we expect any better for Black History
Month events that do not enjoy the same privilege? Will the students who did not show up to
Rosse, who decided they had better things to
do with the free time handed to them, now take
the time to attend this month’s events? Even
with relatively high attendance at Rev. williams’
talk, we worry that the overall turnout will be
marred by apathy.
The Black Student Union, the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion and the many other organizations involved in this year’s Black
History Month programming are doing this
campus and this community a service — a service that the students involved are not paid to
provide. They are making the effort to educate
and enrich this campus. The rest of the student
body ought to make the effort to appreciate it by
showing support for these events.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Cameron Messinides ’19 and
Devon Musgrave-Johnson ’19, managing editor
Grant Miner ’19 and executive director Matt
Mandel ’19. You can contact them at messinidesc@kenyon.edu, musgravejohnsond @kenyon.edu, minerg@kenyon.edu and mandelm@
kenyon.edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members
of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong
only to the writers. Columns and letters
to the editors do not reflect the opinions
of the Collegian staff. All members of the
community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right
to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
fewer. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

CASSIE COALE

Letter to the editor
Dear Collegian Editors,
I feel compelled to reply to the Feb.
7 article “Greek organizations continue to see lower recruitment levels”
due to its blatant disregard for data
and the recruitment process.
The article begins by stating that
“in the last two years, recruitment
numbers for fraternities, sororities
and societies at Kenyon have dipped.”
According to the data published by
the Collegian in 2017, 182 students
accepted a bid from a fraternity, sorority or society, whereas in 2019 160
students did. However, this is a dip in

the number of students who accepted
a bid, which is different than the number of students who wanted to join a
Greek organization.
To deem a decrease in the number
of students accepting a bid a decrease
in recruitment levels is factually incorrect. Recruitment levels refer to the
number of students interested in joining a Greek organization. Greek organizations typically do not give bids to
every student interested in joining.
Thus, a decrease in the number
of students accepting a bid could
have nothing to do with changes in
recruitment.

The Collegian should be ashamed
that it allowed a front-page “news”
story to be editorialized into an
implicit critique of Greek life. The
writer demonstrates a lack of understanding as to how the Greek recruitment process works and produced a
story that improperly painted Greek
life in a negative light. This piece is
a textbook example of bad journalism and should not be tolerated by
the Collegian.
Jake Barnett ’20
Vice President of Greek Council

Out of the Classroom, On the Record
You asked, and we found an answer.

What is the biggest mistake students make in grad school applications?
Maureen Tobin - Senior Associate Director for Graduate School and Career Advising
To answer the question posed, I reached out to some of my contacts at graduate schools as I wanted to hear
it straight from the horse’s mouth. They were pretty consistent in their response.
If a student does not tailor a personal statement to the particular program, the program questions how
much the applicant wants to join their graduate program. For example, if the personal statement is just general
and does not talk about how the student’s interest aligns with faculty expertise (by naming specific faculty), it
is not clear if the student has spent time researching the program. This was by far and away the most common
mistake that my contacts pointed out.
Secondarily, a few contacts mentioned grades. If a student has a bad semester or two in terms of GPA and
does not explain it in the application, the graduate program may be concerned that the student will not do well
in their program. If a student has a difficult semester that results in a GPA drop, they should explain what happened in the application somewhere so that the reviewers will feel more confident in admitting that student.
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Women are not responsible for failings of fraternity culture
LUCY WHITE
CONTRIBUTOR

A new exhibit at Gund Gallery entitled “The American Fraternity” by
Andrew Moisey is a jarring and captivating photographic illustration of
the perverted and exploitative nature
of fraternities in American society. It
is a profusion of hypermasculinity, a
distilled essence of the “boys will be
boys” trope, exposing the truth of
“brotherhood”: men pouring alcohol down each other’s throats, jeering and grabbing at women, groping
naked genitals; images of glazed-over
eyes and women’s bodies slumped on
the floor. Each photo is universal. Every college student has seen it, experienced it or silently stood by.
While some fraternities exhibit
worse behavior than others, and the
stereotypical, immature, misogynistic beer enthusiast certainly does not
describe every frat member, there is a
general trend of behavior that the majority of fraternities in the U.S. display.
As I walked through the exhibit I

marvelled that this behavior — emboldened by these exclusive male
clubs — has been tolerated by society
for so long. How do fraternities, spaces that thrive on objectifying women
and serve as the pinnacle of heteronormative masculinity, continue to
persist in this supposedly feminist
and progressive age?
The photographer himself presented one theory. I attended a talk
he gave at Kenyon about his exhibit,
and when asked to share his thoughts
on why fraternities get away with
such typically abhorrent behavior,
he responded by saying that fraternities only exist because women still
attend their parties. He then went
on to suggest that, if women were to
stop attending frat parties, then fraternity party culture would fall apart
all together.
I was instantly taken aback by his
comment because, while he may not
have intended to directly blame women, the argument implicitly posits
women as the enablers of frat culture,
perfectly coinciding with the perva-
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sive and socially sanctioned narrative that women are responsible for
men’s behavior.
In a very narrow sense, this idea
holds some truth to it; without women, typical 21st century fraternities
could not exist as they are. Fraternities function through the constant
validation of their heterosexual status — frat members need women to
demonstrate their heterosexuality,
which, by society’s standards, is intrisically connected to masculinity.
So yes, without women’s participation, fraternities as we know them
would cease to exist.
Yet one cannot simply disregard
the patriarchal norms that pressure
women to conform to certain social expectations, nor the fact that
some women want to be desired, and
have fun at parties. Fraternity parties are often the only social option
for a “night out” that college students
can attend.
Women know the risks of walking into a party. Women go not because of men’s often-degrading be-

havior, but despite it. Women do not
have a moral responsibility to uphold
men’s civility by not associating with
them. To suggest that the onus falls
on women only perpetuates a highly
gendered and misogynistic rhetoric.
But fraternity culture is not selfcontained — their behavior is a symptom of a larger cultural issue. Telling
women to stop attending frat parties does not change the actual root
of the systemic problem that holds
holds men to unwavering standards
of masculinity. Fraternities simply
reflect America’s greater patriarchal
culture, which encourages men (especially white men) to strive to be powerful, aggressive, strong, in control of
women — and unaccountable.
Efforts to meet these standards often translate into highly inappropriate
and violent behavior towards women,
including sexual assault. Even though
the recent #MeToo movement has
made significant strides in attempting to hold powerful men accountable for sexual misdemeanors, more
subtle misogynistic behaviors are still

normalized within our culture. Frat
members, and men in general, continue to get away with aggressive objectification of women, as portrayed
in Moisey’s photographs.
How do we abnormalize this behavior? Most importantly, do not
blame women for men’s behavior.
The notion that women’s interactions
with fraternities enable men’s objectifying behavior is deeply illogical and
prevents us from dealing with the
core of the cultural issue that allows
this behavior to continue.
Women should not be denied the
ability to go to parties, have fun, look
sexy and feel good. Rather, we need
to make men more attentive to their
own actions. Grown men should not
need the removal of women to prevent them from assaulting, harassing
or objectifying them — they should
know well enough to never act that
way in the first place.
Lucy White ’22 is an undeclared
major from New York, N.Y. You can
contact her at white3@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
Opinions Editor
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Congrats to Brennan Steele ’19, Connor McEldowney ’19 and Justin
Martin ’19 for submitting a correct solution to last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword
to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Qiyam Stewart ’21 sprints the final leg for the Lords during the 4 x 400 relay at the All-Ohio Championships last Sunday. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Lords track and field focus on improving one step at a time
JORDY FEE-PLATT
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon men’s track and field
team participated in the All-Ohio
Championships this past Saturday
at Otterbein University. The Lords
competed in four events at Clements
Recreation Center in Westerville,
Ohio and failed to place.
The Lords could not find their
groove in field events on the track.
Four runners took part in the distance medley: Jeremy Baier ’22, Cody
Bratzler ’21, Ben Stillions ’22 and
Paul Neubauer ’21. The relay squad,
consisting of all underclass students,
finished with a time of 11:05.20; this
surpassed their seeded time by a second to give them 10th place in the finals. Kenyon finished approximately

five seconds behind Wittenberg, who
off the track. Tanner Orr ’19, seeded
took eighth place, the final position
to hit 6.46 meters in the long jump,
at which a team can acquire points.
had two jumps disqualified, leaving
The 4 x 400him with his
yard race yielded
only
remainthe same result
ing jump of 5.62
The teams are very
as the previous
meters. At his
dedicated, diligent
relay: a 10thseeded distance,
and hard-working, and these atplace finish. The
the long jumpLords were un- tributes will begin to pay off. We
er would have
able to hit their have been a bit behind with our
earned a sixthseed time of first meet being cancelled, but
place finish and
3:34.29, crossing are beginning to catch up.
three points for
the line just over
the Lords, but
five seconds beas is he placed
Duane Gomez, head coach
hind schedule at
15th.
3:39.50. The covKenyon’s last
eted eighth place fell to Wilmington
participant was Jordan Potter ’19 in
with a time of 3:34.37.
the shot put, also competing in his fiThe Lords didn’t fare much better
nal All-Ohio showcase. He fell short

“

of his seeded throw distance of 14
meters, throwing 12.9 meters; two of
his throws were also disqualified. A
throw of 14 meters would have provided him with a 10th-place finish; he
instead finished in 15th.
“Overall, from both teams, everyone just needs to keep improving and
honing their skills as track and field
athletes,” said head coach Duane Gomez. “The teams are very dedicated,
diligent and hard-working, and these
attributes will begin to pay off. We
have been a bit behind with our first
meet being cancelled, but are beginning to catch up.”
The Lords will have to regroup
quickly, as they will host the Kenyon
College Classic on the Toan Indoor
Track on Feb. 16.

Ladies track and field finishes 14th at Ohio Championships

DAVID COSIMANO
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, the Kenyon Ladies’ indoor track team
traveled to Westerville, Ohio to
compete in the All-Ohio Championships at Otterbein University. The Ladies ended the weekend with 11 points and finished
in 14th place overall.
The Ladies’ final score was a
combined total of the distance
medley, the high jump and the
previous weekend’s pentathlon.
They saw the most success in the
women’s distance medley, with
a fourth-place finish: their team
of Quinn Harrigan ’19, Rosa Rumora ’19, Caitlyn Haas ’20 and
Sophie Niekamp ’21 completed
the race with a time of 13:02.10,
behind Otterbein, Case Western
Reserve University and North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) rival Ohio Wesleyan
University. This contributed five
points towards the team’s total.
In the high jump competition, the Ladies were led by Duffy

Rosa Rumora ’19 runs a leg of the Ladies’ fourth-place distance relay in Sunday’s meet. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Lemire ’21. Lemire was able
to clear a height of 1.46 meters
within her first three attempts,
but she could not clear a height
of 1.51 meters in her next three,
which would have bumped her
from 16th to 15th place. The
other six points for the Ladies
came from Abby McCarty ’22,

who had finished in third place
in the previous weekend’s AllOhio pentathlon in Granville,
Ohio. That was McCarty’s first
collegiate pentathlon, and she
fared well against a host of veteran athletes, amassing a total
of 2,636 points.
McCarty did not finish first

in any of the five events, but
she took runner-up in two: the
60-meter hurdles and the long
jump. In the 60-meter hurdles,
she clocked in a time of 10.01,
and in the long jump, her best
jump covered a distance of 4.87
meters. She also recorded two
third-place finishes, in the high

jump and the 800-meter run,
clearing a height of 1.48 meters
in the high jump and finishing
2:50.14 in the 800-meter run.
Next up for the Ladies is the
Kenyon College Classic, which
they will host on the pristine
Toan Indoor Track at 12 p.m. on
Saturday.
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Ladies basketball loses to W&J, but dominates against OWU
JOE WINT
STAFF WRITER

Despite losing a non-conference
game to Washington & Jefferson
College 75-51 on Saturday, the Kenyon College women’s basketball
team continued rolling in the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
with a 80-58 victory over Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU). The victory marked their fourth straight
conference win and helped them
inch closer to a home playoff game
and a top four seed with a win on
Saturday.
The Ladies struggled last Saturday against Washington & Jefferson
College; their offense floundered
and they managed only four points
in the second quarter of the game.
The teams matched each other offensively in the first quarter.
Washington & Jefferson got a huge
boost from veteran Danielle Parker,
who bolstered the Presidents’ lead
over Kenyon to 22-17. The Ladies
kept pace largely thanks to Paige
Matijasich ’20, who scored seven
points in the first 10 minutes.
In the second quarter, though,
everything that could have gone
wrong went wrong for Kenyon.
The Ladies’ shooting percentage fell
from 46.2% to just 12.5%, as they
only scored four points in the entire
quarter. Washington & Jefferson, on

Lane Davis ’19 backs down the OWU defender in the Ladies 80-58 victory over the Battling Bishops. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

the other hand, scored 13 to end the
half with a 35-21 lead.
Parker continued to shine for
the Presidents and finished with a
game-high 16 points. The team as a
whole shot 49.1% on 53 shots from
the field.
Matijasich finished with 14
points, making this her 27th consecutive game with double-digit
scoring. Briget Molnar ’22 had an
amazingly efficient night, going 6-7
for a season-high 13 points.
On Wednesday, the Ladies were

looking to fix the problems they
had against Washington & Jefferson in their match against possible
first-round NCAC opponent Ohio
Wesleyan. On Jan. 9, just one month
prior, the Ladies had barely escaped
Delaware, Ohio with a narrow 6959 victory over OWU.
Unlike that meeting, the Ladies
never came close to losing this second match with the Battling Bishops. They never trailed in the game,
opening with the first seven points
and never looking back from there.

The Ladies led 40-23 at halftime and
only increased their lead, finishing
the game with a score of 80-58.
Matijasich continued her case
for NCAC Player of the Year, adding another 21 points, five rebounds
and two assists on 8-13 shooting.
She also led the team from 3-point
range, shooting 3-4 while the team
as a whole shot 50% from beyond
the arc.
In regards to tournament play,
the Ladies will end up hosting a
first-round matchup as either a No.

Lords basketball get first NCAC win at home
DYLAN GOODWIN
SPORTS EDITOR
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS EDITOR

One week after the Hiram game that
was simultaneously their best and most
devastating of the season, the Lords’
basketball team put up more quality
performances and eventually got their
first North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) win. They first lost Saturday 9679 to No. 18 Wabash College, but were
able to break through on Wednesday
night in their final home game of the season to defeat Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) 79-77.
Looking to carry their momentum
from last week, after they played one of
their best games of the season against
Hiram College, the Lords travelled to
Indiana face the Wabash Little Giants.
In their first meeting a month ago in
Gambier, the Little Giants beat the Lords
squarely 92-69. This time, however, the
Lords put up a tougher fight and forced
the Little Giants to play a little harder
than they had expected. Only after the
15-minute mark in the second half, when
the Lords had cut the Wabash lead down
to 4, did the Little Giants begin to pull
away.
The game showed an offensive balance
for the Lords that had been lacking earlier in the season, with four players scoring
13 points or greater: Elijah Davis ’22, Ugnius Zilinskas ’21, Christian Watanabe
’22 and Carter Powell ’20 joined forces
to score 65 points, making up 82% of the
Lords’ entire offense.

In their last home game of the season,
the Lords were able to send their seniors
off with a win. The game was a tale of two
halves for the Lords, as they started out
the game ice cold from the field, shooting
37.5% on 32 shots. Nonetheless, it was a
tight contest from beginning to end, with
the largest lead of the game being OWU
by 15 points in the first half. However,
the Lords were able to fight their way
back, and cut OWU’s lead to 40-35 before
the halftime buzzer. The Lords excelled
behind the arc, where they shot an incredible 58.3% on 12 shots. The Kenyon
defense was tough on OWU as well in the
first half; they committed only two fouls
and held the Battling Bishops to 47.1%
from the field.
The second half showcased a completely different Kenyon offense. The
Lords were able to sink 60.71% of their
shots from the field. On top of that, their
3-point percentage in the second half improved to 61.54%. The team was able to
put up points fast and always stay within range of OWU, whose largest lead of
the half was eight points at 11:51 left in
the game. Five minutes later, the Lords
stormed back and tied the game at 63.
Kenyon did not surrender the lead for the
remainder of the game, and ultimately
won the barnburner with a score of 7977. It was also the Lords’ first win against
OWU since 2000.
One of the major contributors for the
Lords came from the bench: Alex Cate
’20 scored 14 points for the Lords on six
shots in 20 minutes of play. Zilinskas had
another monster game as he registered
another double-double. He led the team

3 or No. 4 seed should they secure a
victory against Allegheny College on
Saturday. While Allegheny currently
sits in a last-place tie with the College
of Wooster, they will be fighting for
their season, as a win would secure
them an NCAC tournament spot
over the Scots.
The Ladies will play their regular
season finale at Allegheny on Saturday at 2 p.m. and find themselves in
either Gambier, Oberlin or Springfield on Tuesday for the opening
round of the NCAC tournament.
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Ugnius Zilinskas ’21 shoots a free throw
in the Lords’ first NCAC win of the season. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

in rebounds with 10, and finished second
in scoring with 15 points. However, the
story of the night was Matt Shifrin ’19.
For his final home game in a Kenyon
uniform, Shiffrin registered 21 points on
14 shots, his second-highest total on the
year. After the buzzer sounded, Shiffrin
pumped his fist and went to hug family and friends who were in attendance,
knowing his final game in Tomsich Arena was a win.
The Lords’ final game of the season
will be Saturday at 4p.m. against the Allegheny College Gators in Meadville, Pa.
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